True rollback carriers  Godwin car carriers are true rollback carriers available in lengths of 18', 19' and 21', using 5" bronze bushing rollers. It has unique features like the patented Godwin rollback locking system, which automatically locks the bed to the truck when in the down position. It automatically unlocks when the body tilt hydraulics are activated.

**Standard Features:**

- 18'-19'-21' carriers are available in steel or aluminum
- Payload capacity is 8,000 to 12,000 lbs. evenly distributed*
- 5" rollers with bronze bushings
- Two - 4" lift cylinders
- 3" diameter rollback cylinder
- 6" metal sides (stake pockets available on steel carrier)
- One pair of J-hooks and chains
- One V-chain assembly
- Hydraulic tow bar hitch with chains
- Fluid reservoir with return filter
- Ramsey 8,000 lbs. planetary winch
• 50' cable (3/8" diameter with roller cable guide)
• Full length bolt on subframe
• Front and rear tie-downs
• Standard dual rear mounted illuminated control panels
• Locking tool box with key
• All components for installation
• Federal standard 108 lighting
• Patented lockdown system
• One year limited warranty
• Fully shielded hydraulic hoses in winch track
• Fully enclosed tail lights
• Not based on vehicle GVWR

**Popular Optional Equipment:**

• Steel bed rather than Aluminum
• Steel treadplate floor on optional steel bed
• Removable steel sides on optional steel bed
• Aluminum tool box rather than steel
• Independent wheel lift
• Other options may be available. Ask for details